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PREFACE

This report compares the estimated costs of two systems for handling
bulk potatoes from the field to the packing shed. This research is part of
the Agricultural Marketing Research Institute's efforts to find less costly
and more efficient systems for marketing food products.

Cost and input data were' collected by the SCS Engineers (Stearns, Conrad,
and Schmidt), a consulting firm of Long Beach, Calif., with the cooperation
and assistance of Johnston Farms of Bakersfield, Calif.

Appreciation is expressed to Bruce E. Lederer, agricultural marketing
specialist. Market Operations Research Laboratory, Agricultural Marketing
Research Institute, Agricultural Research Service, for his assistance.

This research was completed under the general supervision of John C.

Bouma, chief. Market Operations Research Laboratory.

Single free copies of this report are available upon request to Market
Operations Research Laboratory, Agricultural Marketing Research Institute,

ARS-USDA, Beltsville, Md. 20705.
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A COST EVALUATION FOR TWO SYSTEMS OF HANDLING BULK
POTATOES FROM FIELD TO PACKING SHED

By

Marvin D. Volz, Joseph P. Anthony, Jr., and
Robert C. Mongelli JL/

SUMMARY

Two systems of handling bulk potatoes from the field to the packing shed
were evaluated. System 1 used a truck-and-trailer combination for loading,
transporting, and unloading, while system 2 used only a truck. The truck-and-
trailer combination carried a pay load of about 24 tons, while the truck alone
carried half this capacity.

System 1 had lower costs than system 2 in each component cost. For
example, costs were lower by $0.17 per ton or 62.9 percent for transporting
to the field, by $0.08 per ton or 5.5 percent less for harvesting and loading,

by $0.19 per ton or 39 percent less for transporting potatoes to the shed,

and by $0.05 per ton or 21 percent less for unloading.

The total savings using system 1 instead of system 2 for harvesting,
loading, transporting, and unloading potatoes was $0.49 per ton, or an

overall savings of 18 percent. Projecting this savings to the 2 1/2 billion
pounds of potatoes hairvested in 1972, a savings of over $600,000 could be
realized.

INTRODUCTION

Potatoes have the highest volume of all fresh vegetables that are shipped
and packaged for consumption. In 1972, over 2 1/2 billion pounds of potatoes

\J Industrial engineer, agricultural economist, and industry economist,
respectively. Market Operations Research Laboratory, Agricultural Marketing
Research Institute, Northeastern Region, Agricultural Research Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture.
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were sold to U.S. consumers. In 1972, the potato production in the United
States was valued in excess of $751 million.

The purpose of this research was to determine the least expensive system(s)
for handling, distributing, storing, processing, and packaging potatoes through
the entire marketing system (fig. 1).
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Figure 1. —Total potato marketing system.

Data were obtained during the harvesting period in June 1973 under
growing conditions of good soil and sparse weeds. This study is part of a
total system(s) evaluation of the costs of marketing potatoes from the pro-
ducing area to the retail food store. This research was confined to the
following operations:

Transporting empty truck from the packing shed to the field.

Harvesting and loading potatoes in the field.

° Transporting harvested potatoes from the field to the packing shed.

Unloading potatoes at the packing shed.
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A flow diagram of the two systems is shown in figure 2. System 1

utilizes a truck-and- trailer combination, two harvesting machines, and three

field tractors (one pulling the trailer and one for each harvester). System

2 utilizes one truck, one harvesting machine, and one field tractor.

POTATO HARVESTING AND TRANSPORTING SYSTEMS
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Figure 2. --Potato harvesting and transporting systems.

This report covers the harvesting, loading, transporting, and unloading
of potatoes--from the field to the packing shed--which is the first part of

the total marketing system.

The second part of the total system will analyze the operations at the

packing shed. A cost evaluation will be made of four methods of handling
potatoes at the packing shed.

The third part of the total system of handling, packaging, and distrib-
uting potatoes will be conducted at the receiving wholesaler's warehouse and

will include delivery to the retail foodstore.
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METHODOLOGY

A cost comparison was made of two systems widely used for harvesting,
loading, transporting, and unloading potatoes from the field to the packing
shed. In system 1, a truck-and- trailer combination with a capacity of
approximately 24 tons (12 tons for the truck and 12 tons for the trailer) was
used for transporting potatoes. The equipment and labor required were two
harvesting machines and crews, three tractors and drivers, a truck and driver,
and a trailer that was pulled by one of the tractors. In system 2, a truck
with a capacity of 12 tons was used for transporting potatoes. In this

system, equipment and labor consisted of one harvesting machine and crew, one
tractor and driver, and one truck and driver.

Time studies for the two systems were made for harvesting, loading,
transporting, and unloading potatoes at the packing shed. A description of
the functions performed is provided below:

° Prepare for Return Transport - Time spent closing and securing
gates on the truck and trailer before the return trip to the

field.

° Return to Field - Time required to drive from the packing shed
to the field.

° Wait to Load - Time at the field waiting for a harvester to

complete the loading of the previous truck-and- trailer unit.

° Position Empty Trailer - Time required for a field tractor to

hook onto an empty trailer and to maneuver it into position
next to the harvester.

° Load Truck (or Trailer ) - Time required to load an empty trailer
or truck body, including delay time and turnaround time at row ends.

° Position Full Trailer - Time required for the field tractor driver
to pull the full trailer away from the harvester, unhook it, and
proceed to the next trailer.

° Secure Tarp on Truck (or Trailer ) - Time required for the truckdriver
to secure a tarp over the load. A similar procedure was performed
on the trailer by a helper who also chalked the load number on
each truck and trailer and who assisted in hooking the trailer to

the truck.

° Transport Truck to Trailer - Time required for the truckdriver to

drive to the loaded trailer.

° Hook Trailer and Prepare for Transport - Time required to position
the truck for hookup and connection of the safety and electrical
systems

.

° Drive to Packing Shed Scale - Time required to go from the field
to the weighing scale located near the packing shed.
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0 Weigh - Time spent at the scale, including any delays.

° Drive From Scale to Shed - Time spent driving from the scale
to the packing shed, including any delays before unloading.

° Position to Unload - Time required to position the truck and
trailer for unloading.

° Unload - Time required to unload potatoes at the packing shed,

including any delays because of line shutdown.

Wage rates for all personnel involved in harvesting and transporting
potatoes were obtained from the cooperator (appendix table 9). Information
on purchase prices and operating and maintenance costs of transporting and
harvesting equipment was also supplied by the cooperator (table 10).

FACTORS AFFECTING HARVESTING RATES

Harvesting can be affected by soil, weeds, potato plant vines, delays,
and operator proficiency.

Soil conditions are important in estimating harvesting rates because
they control the speed at which the harvester can be pulled through the

field.

Hard soil that tends to clod will slow the machine and lower production
rates. Sandy soil also lowers production rates by increasing maneuvering
time to turn and position machinery at the end of rows. Soil conditions
were very good during the study period, thus allowing the field tractors to

pull the harvesting machines in second gear. Operators indicated that in

many fields first gear is the highest that can be used.

Table 1 shows the variation in harvesting rates that can be attributed
to varying soil and weed conditions. Production rates for loads ranged from
265 to 715 hundredweight per hour. The average rate was 413 hundredweight
per hour. In this study the three harvesters covered approximately 25 acres
per day under good soil and sparse weed conditions, with no major maintenance
problems in the field and only minimum delays at the packing shed.

Various unavoidable delays occurred because of machine failure, obstacles
in the field, or labor problems. Heavily weeded fields or green potato vines
(fig. 3) caused delays by binding and fouling the chain conveyor belts. Under
adverse conditions, a larger harvesting machine crew was required to pick
vines and weeds from the conveyor belts. Delays for repairing machinery or
removing vines averaged 3.4 minutes per load.
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TABLE 1. --Harvesting rates

Load numbers Loading Production in hundredweight
time 1/

Minutes Per load Per hour

1-2 42.1 502 715
3-4 55.4 460 498
5-6 79.6 513 387
7-8 85.6 458 321
9-10 61.2 454 445

11-12 63.0 460 438
13-14 67.5 504 448
15-16 59.4 455 460
17-18 102.7 500 292
19-20 81.3 496 366
21-22 67.0 461 413
23-24 92.6 453 294
25-26 63.4 453 429
27-28 56 .

0

446 478
29-30 101.0 446 265
31-32 62.8 440 420
33-34 69.3 504 436
35-36 63.3 505 479
37-38 68.2 486 428
39-40 82.7 583 423
41-42 68.6 461 403
43-44 76.0 459 362
45-46 95.0 480 303
47-48 67.7 463 410

Average 72.1 476.75 2/ 413

\J Total for truck-and-trailer unit combined (includes delays and
turning time)

.

Ij The average productivity rate includes any delays that occurred
during loading and the turning time required at the end of the rows.
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Figure 3, --Green potato vines or heavily weeded fields can cause delays.

Obstacles in the field required occasional maneuvering that also inter-
rupted harvesting. About 15 percent of the loading operations encountered
obstacles; these caused an average of 1.4-minutes delay each time they occurred.
Laborers also interrupted harvesting operations for personal purposes.

The cooperating firm maintains a spare harvesting machine in the field
as a standby in the event of a serious breakdown of one of the three operating
units. This spare machine was not used during the observation period, since
all breakdowns were minor.

The harvesting machine operator can play a key role in maximizing har-
vesting production rates. Unless he properly judges field conditions, the

capacity of the machine and the capability of the laborers can be either over
utilized or underutilized. Improper blade elevation on the harvesting machine
will either leave potatoes in the field or else excavate more soil than
necessary.

INPUTS AND COSTS

Transporting to the Field

Each day, the cycle for both systems began at the packing shed when the
transport equipment was driven to the field. Although this part of each system
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used empty vehicles, a per-ton allocation was made on the average load weight
that was hauled to the shed to keep the cost evaluation on a comparable basis.

Returning to the field with an empty truck as in system 2 requires about
the same amount of time as returning with an empty truck-and- trailer combina-
tion, as used in system 1. The transportation cost from the shed to the field
was $6.52 or $0.27 per ton (table 2) for system 1. The total transportation
cost from shed to field using system 2 was $5.19 per load or $0.44 per ton.

System 1 cost $0.27 per ton or $0.17 less than system 2. This represents a
savings of 62.9 percent when using system 1 instead of system 2. This dif-
ference resulted entirely from the larger payload that was carried in system
1.

Harvesting and Loading

In system 1, the truck-and- trailer combination was driven to the field
where the trailer was unhooked from the truck. The trailer was then posi-
tioned alongside a harvesting machine using a field tractor. While the trailer
was being positioned, the truck was positioned next to a second harvesting
machine. The harvesting machines proceeded through the field until the
trailer and truck were loaded (figs. 4 and 5). They were then covered with
tarpaulins by the truckdriver and a helper. The truck was reconnected to

the loaded trailer (fig. 6) for transport back to the packing shed.

Figure 4. —Loading the trailer.

In system 2, after the truck arrived at the field, it was positioned

next to a harvesting machine. After the truck was loaded, it was covered

with a tarpaulin by the truckdriver and driven back to the packing shed.
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Figure 5. --Loading the truck.

Figure 6. --Truck and trailer tarped and ready for transport to the packing
shed.

The labor and equipment requirements and the total costs of harvesting
and loading for systems 1 and 2 are shown in table 3. In system 1, total
costs were $34.52 or $1.45 per ton of potatoes harvested. In system 2, the

labor and equipment costs were $18.25 or $1.53 per ton. System 1 was $0.08
per ton ($1.53 - $1,45 = 0.08) less than system 2. This represents a saving
of 5.5 percent when using system 1 instead of system 2.
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Cost factor

TABLE 2. --Transportation costs to field

Inputs Hourly cost Travel time Cost/trip Cost/ton
Number

Labor:
Truckdriver 1

Helper 1

Equipment, truck
and trailer 1

Total transportation
costs

Do liars Hours

SYSTEM 1

3.04
2.25

4.78

0.77
2/ 0.22

.77

SYSTEM 2

Dollars Dollars 1/

2.34 0.10
.50 .02

3.68

6.52

.15

.27

Labor:
Truckdriver 3.04 .77 2.34 .20

Equipment

,

truck

Total transportation
costs

3.70 .77 2.85

5.19

.24

.44

_!/ Based on an average truck-and-trailer load of 23.868 tons for

system 1 and 11.934 tons for system 2.

2_/ Total daily time of helper was allocated equally to each truck-and-
trailer load. His time included connecting the trailer to the truck and
placing and tying down the tarp over the top of the trailer. The remaining
part of his time was spent driving the tractor and pulling the trailer along-

side the harvesting machine.
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TABLE 3. --Harvesting and loading costs

Cost factor Inputs Hourly cost Loadin^^ time Total cost Cost per ton
Number Dollars Hours Dollars Dollars

SYSTEM 1

Labor:
Field foreman 1

Truckdriver 1

Field tractor 1

driver (trailer)
Field tractor 2

driver (harvester)
Harvester operator

2

Graders 8

3.04
4.25
2.38

2.12

2.65
1.96

2/ 0.43
.63

.63

.63

,63

,63

1.31
2.68
1.50

2.67

3.34
9.88

0.05
.11

.06

.11

.14

.42

Equipment

:

Truck and
trailer 1

Harvesters 2

Field tractors 3

4.78
2.85
3.46

,63

,63

,63

3.01
3.59
6.54

.13

.15

.28

Total 34.52 1.45

SYSTEM 2

Labor:
Field foreman 1

Truckdriver 1

Field tractor 1

driver (harvester)
Harvester operator

1

Graders 4

3.04
4.25
2.12

2.65
1.96

.43

.63

.63

.63

.63

1.31
2.68
1.34

1.67
4.94

.11

.22

.11

.14

.42

Equipment:
Truck 1

Harvester 1

Field tractor 1

3.70
2.85
3.46

.63

.63

.63

2.33
1.80
2.18

.20

.15

.18

Total 18.25 1.53

l_l Based on an average truck-and-trailer load of 23.868 tons for
system 1 and 11.934 tons for system 2.

2^1 Supervisory time equally allocated to the average number of loads

completed per day (9 hours/21 loads - 0.43 hour/ load).
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Transporting to the Shed

In both systems, the loaded transport vehicles traveled to the scale,
were weighed, and then proceeded to the packing shed for unloading. In
system 1, the truck-and- trailer combination carried an average of about
24 tons and in system 2, about 12 tons. The estimated hourly depreciation
costs for the truck-and- trailer combination were $4.78, compared with $3.70
for the truck alone. The transportation costs from the field to the shed for
system 1 were $7.30 per load or about $0.30 per ton (table 4). The trans-
portation costs from field to shed in system 2 were $5.86 per load or $0.49
per ton. System 1 was $0.19 per ton ($0.49 - $0.30 = $0.19) less than system
2. This represents a saving of 39 percent when using system 1 than system
2.

Cost factor

TABLE 4. --Transportation costs to shed

Inputs Hourly cost Travel time Cost/trip Cost/ton
Number Dollars Hours Dollars Dollars 1/

SYSTEM 1

Labor:
Truckdriver 1

Helper 1

3.04
2.25

0.87

2/ .22

2.64 0.11
.50 .02

Equipment, truck
and trailer 4.78 .87 4.16 .17

Total 7.30 .30

SYSTEM 2

Labor:
Truckdriver 3.04 .87 2.64 .22

Equipment

,

truck 3.70 87 3.22 .27

\J Based on an average truck-and- trailer load of 23.868 tons for system

1 and 11.934 tons for system 2.

2_/ Total daily time of helper was allocated equally to each truck-and-

trailer load.
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Unloading

In both systems, the vehicles were positioned alongside the flume for
unloading (figs. 7 and 8). Since the approach apron was built sloping toward

Figure 7. --System l--Unloading potatoes at the packing shed.

the flume, the potatoes flowed by gravity directly into the flume when the sid
door was opened. However, when the vehicles were partially empty, gravity
alone was not sufficient to force the potatoes out of the truck. At this
point, a high-pressure metal water hose with a flexible elbow was used. The
high-velocity stream of water was sprayed down on the potatoes forcing them
out of the truck and into the flume (fig. 9). The metal hose and the velocity
of water in both the hose and the flume were controlled by one man in a remote
control booth.

Incoming vehicles were often delayed in waiting for other vehicles that

were already in the process of unloading or preparing to unload. The unloadin
costs for system 1 were $4.61 per load or $0.19 per ton (table 5). The total
unloading costs for system 2 were $2.83 per load or $0.24 per ton. The un-
loading costs were approximately 21 percent less for system 1 than for system
2.

Total Inputs and Costs

The total harvesting, transporting, and unloading costs for systems 1 and
2 are shown in table 6. The total costs for system 1 were $52.95 per truck-
and- trailer combination (23.868 tons) or $2.21 per ton. The total costs for

System 2 were $32.13 per tiruck (11.934 tons) or $2.70 per ton. The savings
using system 1 instead of system 2 for harvesting, loading, transporting, and
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gure 9 . --High-velocity stream of water used to force potatoes out of

a partially empty truck.
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unloading potatoes was $0,449 per ton ($2.70 - $2.21 - 0.49). This represents
a savings of 18 percent when using system 1 instead of system 2.

TABLE 5. --Unloading costs

Total Cost
Cost factor Inputs Hourly cost Unloading time cost per ton

Number Dollars Hours Dollars Dollars

SYSTEM 1

Labor:

Truckdriver 1 3.04 0.59 1.59 0.07

Equipment, truck
and trailer 1 4.78 .59 2.82 .12

Total -- -- 4.61 .19

SYSTEM 2

Labor:
Truckdriver 1 3.04 .42 1.28 .11

Equipment

,

truck 1 3.70 .42 1.55 .13

Total — — -- 2.83 .24

_1/ Based on an average truck-and- trailer load of 23.868 tons for system
1 and 11.934 tons for system 2.

The total labor and equipment inputs to complete one round trip of the

harvesting, loading, transporting, and unloading systems are presented in

table 7. One round trip could be completed in about 16 minutes less with
system 2 than with system 1. Since system 1 delivers twice the payload of

system 2, this difference in total time is not significant.

In both system 1 and system 2, three trips a day were made to the field.

As shown in table 8, these trips took approximately 9 hours with system 1 and

8 1/4 hours with system 2.
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TABLE 6. --Cost comparison of systems 1 and 2

Function
System 1 System 2

Cost/ function Cost/ ton Cost/ function Cost/ton
UU J. LdL o UO J. J-dl. fa J. i. di. o UO L JLdl. b

J. 1. CtilO LJVJ i. L.J_Lig, LVJ J-J.C'J.U. 0 ?7VJ . il. / S 1 Q

OH- • -J ^ J. . H-

J

J-O . AJ 1. t J J

7 '^0
-J « ou

Unloading at shed 4.61 .19 2.83 .24

Total cost 52.95 2.21 32.13 2.70
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TABLE 7.--Sunmary of timestudy for systems 1 and 2

Elements
Average

System 1

time

System 2

Basic
operations 1./

Minutes Minutes

0 7 H
"PoGT t" "1 r^n (^TTTnt"'\7 t" viir*Tr x / 0 0 H
IjL/dU. Ul.LXL'iV V, ^ ^-1- -L^-^ / / 35 8 35.8 H
T^oQi t""i r\T\ "Fill 1 "hv^T 1 AT*X O X UX L/ Li. X U. X X Ul.CtXXC'X 1 1 H
iarp trucK <^Eiraiier^ 7 3 7-J » / TX

iransport urucK co craixei 9 1 T

nooK craxier ana prepare lor

L ran sp o l l T

JJX.XVC UU pdUixJ-Ilg oiiciU. oL-aJ-c: H-/ 39 6 T
3 4 3 4 T

JJLXVfci i-I-UUl oL.aXc LU olicU. U/ -L . T

Position to unload 7/ 1 Q TTU

Unload 19.5 9.3 U
Prepare for return transport .5 .5 T
Return to field 30.4 30.4 T

Wait to load 15.0 15.0 T

Total average round trip time 171.2 155.1

1/ H - Part of potato harvesting and loading operation; T - part of
transportation operation; U - part of unloading operation.

2/ Operation was completed without stopping the harvester equipment.
3/ Includes an average of 1.1 minutes per truck or trailer load cycle

for delays and 3.5 minutes for turning times at end of rows.

4/ Average distance from field to packing shed scale was 22.0 miles.

5_/ Includes an average of 0.5 minute per load for delay time at scale
and 1.5 minutes for weighing empty truck and trailer. Once each day the empty
equipment was weighed, and this required 4.5 minutes. Since each truck and
trailer made 3 trips each day, an average of 1.5 minutes was assigned to each
trip.

6/ Distance from scale to packing shed was 0.5 mile.
!_/ Includes an average of 15.0 minutes per trip for delay time. The

delay times on good days averaged about 8 minutes; however, during the survey
period, breakdowns of the packing line forced truck delays up to 2 hours.
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TABLE 8. --Daily utilization of time for 2 systems of harvesting, transporting,
and unloading potatoes from field to shed and returning to field

Operation System 1 System 2

Minutes Minutes

First trip:

Transportation to field 30.4 30.4
Waiting to load 15.0 15.0
Harvesting and loading 37.6 35.8
Transporting to shed 52.3 48.2
Unloading at shed 35.4 25.2

Second trip:

Transportation to field 45.9 45.9
Harvesting and loading 37.6 35.8
Transporting to shed 52.3 48.2
Unloading at shed 35.4 25.2

Third trin*

Transportation to field 45.9 45.9

Harvesting and loading 37.6 35.8

Transporting to shed 52.3 48.2

Unloading at shed 35.4 25.2

Allowing for lunch 30.0 30.0

Total 543.1 or (9.05 hr.) 494.8 or (8.25 h;
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APPENDIX

TABLE 9. --Average labor rates

Average
Average Fringe total

Position hourly benefits hourly
rate 1/ rate

Dollars Percent Dollars

Field foreman 1.11 2/ 9.70 3.04
Truckdrivers 3.87 2/ 9.70 4.25
Helper 2.25 5.85 2.38

Harvester operator 2.50 5.85 2.65
Field tractor driver

(harvester) 2.00 5.85 2.12
Graders 1.85 5.85 1.96
Field tractor driver

(trailer) 2.25 5.85 2.38

1_/ Includes social security for all employees and vacation for the

field foreman and truckdriver.

2_/ Truckdrivers paid a percentage of the gross value of the potatoes
they haul.
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